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“Use this star guide to help you recognise, meet and keep your
true soulmate partner and soul friends (astrolovemates) to live
your dream destiny together.”
Written with cosmic energy, ‘Soulmates Love Stars’ is a trilogy
of 12 zodiac novelettes, analogies that give you practical
guidance and further insight into yourself and your loved ones.
Helping you to ‘find your true self’ personality and soulmates.
Each zodiac sign is related to recognising your self
characteristics, love, money, work, health, lucky associations
and sexy soul-mating. All aim to help you make the most of your
personality, love life and potential soulmates. You can also use
this star guide to understand other zodiac signs around you, to
attract more harmony and romantic love into your life by
understanding others needs and motivations. To improve your
life, you can reflect, meditate or look at the lifestyle, attitudes,
behaviours of that sign and see whether these can make a
difference to enhance your life with love, health and wealth in
abundance when looking for direction or interacting with others.
Soulmates Love Stars or ‘Astrolovemates’ a new word concept
first created by Fiona Stewart at the start of the millenium,
means ‘soulmates’ ‘love’ under the ‘stars (astro)’, with advice
on helper ‘soulmates’ you meet on your journey to fulfil your
life path destiny. Astrolovemates puts you back in touch with
your own intuition via cosmic influences of the zodiac
constellations, stars above. Your zodiac (sun) sign is the
strongest influence on your personal development, however a
secondary influence is the zodiac sign associated with your
moon placement at birth, for further insight into emotions, love
and partnership lifestyle traits. Insights for your soul’s fulfilment
or healing any imbalance of mind, body and soul towards
unison.
This star guide reveals an intuition known to the ancients from
millenniums past, that is being rediscovered today. A potential
gateway to the future. Astrolovemates offers you a thoughtprovoking personal love life guide, relating your zodiac
personality, star sign to your true self to help you find your own
brightly shining star within. For more, read EPILOGUE:
Mystical Origins of an Astrolovemates Novelette.

Fiona D’arcy Stewart
ISBN 0-9550457-4-6

Published by MC-Dev 2006.

Bsc.Biochem.MPhilClinPsych.NLP Business Practitioner
Founder of Astrolovemates, MC-Dev (Manuscripts Creative – Development).
Author Writer, Psychologist, Reiki Master, Marketing Business Advisor.

☯ 1. GEMINI – YOUR SELF ☯



Gemini means a versatile, adaptive, communicator with a quick
wit and mind. Wait a moment, what do you mean by a
communicator? That is a complex question to ponder with
many perplexities and directions of thought emerging in a
Gemini mind. Though your mind has even now flitted on to
your next thought.
Nothing is ever that simple for you, every concept presents a
myriad of ideas. Many choices present daily, directions of
thought and avenues of analysis for you to pursue. However,
you are not wanting to delve too deeply, too much of the time.
As much as psychoanalysis of self is fascinating, you know it
can tie you up in knots or you get lost in unfathomable depths.
You are so quick-witted and highly able to cope with the
continual onslaught of perceptions, thoughts and everything
around. Gemini, fast processing is your forte. You excel at
disseminating information even passing on gossip.
Now while reading this novelette you are doing a few things
all at once. Perhaps you are working, or communicating,
relaxing in the bath or between books or magazines. You
thought you would just dip into this one, to see if you could
learn something about yourself. You thought it might amuse,
stimulate you, providing a few gems of deep provoking
thought. Perhaps a friend recommended it. Here you are.
Restlessly seeking, you are questing for knowledge,
thirsting for it. Have I told you anything yet you wonder? Yet
already the lines above are unveiling a unique star sign –
Gemini. You are currently wondering whether to continue or to
start something else and come back later or not. Do continue as
ideally you are making it a new resolution as you mature to
finish tasks, before starting a whole load of new ones or to
reduce it to maybe only two things at once maybe. Instead of
your usual flitting around so much in life. It is ok to have many
tasks on the go at once. It is just that you need to finish many
tasks too, for completion, satisfaction or to meet other peoples
needs. Completion with real depth, even now and again means
that people take you more seriously and believe in you.

Love is the essence of a Cancerian, whether universal soul love,
romantic love, friendship love or love for a pet. Empathy and
emotions flow throughout. A Cancerian feels within so strongly
or feels another’s joy or angst that it’s almost like his or her own
sometimes. It takes maturity to detach, to love when it matters
and to free life up for living.
True love, happy endings, romance are what dreams are made
from. So many dreams and fantasies colour a Cancerian
imagination. Lucky are the lovers or friends of a Cancerian as he
or she will take you with them. Transporting you on a rainbow to
the moon, where love rules eternal and where moonlight plays
on a sunlit beach. A contradiction in terms, not really. Anything
is possible in your imagination.
Where a Cancerian walks happily the sun is always shining.
Everyone is happy, playing and loving in harmony together.
Barbara Cartland, a Cancerian novelist had such a powerful
imagination. She dictated romantic novels at a fast pace direct
from her imagination. Producing Mill’s and Boon Series of
eternal love and romance. Of course love is tempestuous,
passionate and stormy too in a Cancerian world. Moments of
great passion alternating with dying, separation and heartbreak.
Only a Cancerian could take you to the stars and moon one
minute, be ecstatically happy. Then cry tears of sorrow drowning
you in the deepest ocean of emotion the next. For the Cancerian
well of emotion runs deep to the centre of the earth. With time
and maturity, a depth of calm as well as emotionality becomes
more delightful to a partner. In the youthful years, a suitor could
return home not knowing whether to expect a feast of joy and
love. Or to become Noah and ‘The Arc’ - as floods of tears
indicate the end of the earth is nigh.
Now the Cancerian man may or may not cry beautifully too.
Perhaps not floods of tears, yet his heart internally will be
brimming over as he too becomes brusque, crusty and withdraws
into his protective shell too. For Cancerians, love is a grand
paramour, a scene from a medieval story. A Romeo and Juliet of
the modern day.
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10. CANCER - LOVE 
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LEO – SEXY SOULMATING



Leo, your life quest requires the perfect partner and I mean the
true love of your life. One to hold, love and cherish forever
more. The perfect partner offers a complete package of
pleasing looks, the right physique, level of fitness, sense of
humour and intelligence that is complementary to the
discerning Leo. The partner is truly special, magical, stands out
from the crowd. So ultra desirable a love and one to be looked
up to and admired. In short the love of your life.
Often a strong personality is sought. One who can stand up
to and challenge the Leo. A lover that can match the Leo must
have lots of energy, as so many dream projects to do together.
Charming, diplomatic, a winner, capable of managing groups
and projects too. An amiable personality is sought, a charming
personality and negotiator who commands respect and love
from others. Warmth and passion are paramount. Need to be
demonstrative, physical ideally able to express a range of
emotions to you, Leo. Your beloved is willing to give you lots
of emotional and intellectual support. A sense of humour is
essential, combined with a sense of fun and playfulness. Many
attributes are required to light up a rather mundane life with
cheer, love and laughter.
An ideal partner for you, Leo should have a variety of
interests and passions. Many interests and people to share, also
a few to follow alone.
Though a Leo likes to move together as one, there is magic
in coming together after being apart. Nights out with just the
boys or girls are to be encouraged. Ideally not too risqué
escapades for the partner, as a Leo would hate to lose a hard
won sought after partner to a predator. Much prefer to know the
partner is out with friends already met by both.
A Leo in love offers hi fidelity, true commitment and can
only mate with one true mate for life, once met. As the partner
becomes best friend and lover, showing the old cliché is true.
An ideal partner is open and trusting. Enjoys romance,
seduction and sex in abundance. As this Leo has a big heart and
large appetite for all pleasures.
Leo 57



27. VIRGO - MONEY



Thought that would put a glint in your eyes. It’s not that you are so
materialistic. Your philosophy on money is its own. Its just you
like to know your special hidden reserves are there. There is your
savings account, plus some dusty certificates tucked in the loft.
Perhaps there is a rare antique or two or cash under the
floorboards.
You get the picture, often living simply. Angst sets in when not
feeling secure. Your home is often a great investment, albeit a
simple lifestyle, as watch the pennies and the pounds look after
themselves.
If not an accountant yourself, you know how to find the best for
a canny fee in professional terms, to keep an eye on everything.
Over the years, money slowly accumulates it is part of your
security or way of being. You either live well or simply in a warm,
homely, earthly kind of way. Even if look like are living in poverty
have the best all tucked away, with provisions for such a rainy day
and a cupboard piled high with stores.
You know how much everything costs, especially if wasted.
Though at other times you can spend a small fortune if a part of the
garden or house needs attention, as that’s what it takes to do it
properly. Money and economics is a law unto your own
justifications. You will bemoan a company asset, no matter how
small, used by accident, as lost business profit or household
income. Yet will spend several hundreds or thousands on your
home, garden or business in an instant, seeing it essential, an
improvement or future investment.
Clothes you like to have a great name or quality item as you are
quality itself. Ideally, displaying names others will recognise as
quality. You respect quality in others too. Presentation or
classiness makes a difference you see. You may be known to take
the packaging off to keep them guessing too. You feel even better
if purchase discreetly in the sales. Or you can buy it with some
hard earnt accumulated bonus points or vouchers. Your hair will
be cut well and neatly with a hint of style or very chic at regular
intervals. Partly because it irritates you when it is out of sorts.
Virgo 67

ROMANCE YOUR LOVE STARS - SOULMATES

☯

Defining Soulmates
There are many definitions of soulmates, varying from the ultimate
love experience seeking of the holy grail to helper soulmates that
work alongside us during this lifetime on planet earth.

GUIDANCE - ROMANTIC SOUL MATES
“Love, hate, ignore or treat them with indifference,
Live together in blissful union or apart in hatred,
In separation be aware of a hidden shared life purpose,
Your soulmate’s presence will be felt in your waking,
Your restlessness subconscious, nights of angst,
Any which way your destiny falls your paths will cross,
Even alone, your dreams are of soulmate contracts.”

FIONA D’ARCY STEWART
☯

Others have found the following guidance given on soulmates
inspiring, which is partly my own thoughts and partly
extrapolated from late night discussions on the higher meaning
of soulmate philosophy, love and life over many years of
intriguing debates.
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Types of Soulmates
These can be divided into three levels in the hierarchy i) twin
flames soulmates ii) higher twin soulmates iii) lower sister-brother
soulmates and finally helper soulmate associate friends/family.
All of which are magical, a little like a pyramid effect, twin
flames are elusive at the top, then there is a number of higher twin
potential soulmates, then lots of sister-brother soulmates, then
masses of ordinary souls. Most are at the ‘norm’ of soul evolution.
It is commonly recognised that there are degrees of soulmate
liaisons, from the highest plane on nirvana which is often transient,
brief fleeting, cosmic, making the universe move, and very
difficult to love for any duration such soulmates, let alone live
with, compared to a more enduring easier loving lower soulmate.
Occasionally, it is possible to endure a relationship with the
highest of high soulmates who are preoccupied with their soul
mission. More often successful longer duration of soulmates
occurs lower down the hierarchy. Then of course there is just nonsoulmates, normal romantic unions or merely functional couplings
to satisfy a basic urge, that come or go in a lifetime. Soulmates
often face trials with great challenges to equal its bliss in joyful
union, calm at times and others irritating or inflammatory, stormy.
Soulmates can be viewed like a hierarchy and it is possible to
meet more than one type of soulmate in your lifetime, if you
should be so lucky. Though sometimes a lack of passion from
sexual soulmate encounters or soulmate experience is beneficial as
ignorance is bliss, conducive to a peaceful life even. As passionate
sexual soul-mating or a close encounter of such nature once felt,
even if briefly creates a restless questing rarely satisfied again,
then other sexual romantic relationships afterwards pale into
insignificance as the soul hungers after that magical bliss of feeling
at one and at home both within one’s own soul and with another.
© Fiona D’arcy Stewart 91
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ASTROLOVEMATES NOVELETTES
Find your true self, soulmates and love under the stars. An
Astrolovemates Trilogy makes an ideal gift for self or to
present to loved ones for birthdays, anniversaries or significant
special occasions. You can also look up significant other zodiac
signs too in this Trilogy II. Read the other two books too. The
complete Trilogy gives you the year of all twelve Zodiac Signs.
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EACH E-BOOK ONLY £2.99 (APPROX US $£4.99)
100 pages PDF Adobe reader fast download 500Kb
Reads, prints like real size standard A5 book pages

READ YOUR OWN ZODIAC STAR SIGN AND
YOUR LOVED ONES TOO IN SAME OR TRILOGY BOOK(S)

Astrolovemates Trilogy - Book I
Soulmates Love Stars (21 Jan – 21 May)
•
•
•
•

Aquarius (21 Jan-18 Feb)
Pisces (19 Feb-20 Mar)
Aries (21 Mar-20 Apr)
Taurus (21 Apr-21 May)

ASTROLOVEMATES TRILOGY
SOULMATES LOVE STARS

Astrolovemates Trilogy - Book II
Soulmates Love Stars (22 May – 22 Sep)
•
•
•
•

Gemini (22 May-21 June)
Cancer (22 Jun-22 July)
Leo (23 July-23 Aug)
Virgo (24 Aug-22 Sep)

Astrolovemates Trilogy - Book III
Soulmates Love Stars (23 Sep – 20 Jan)
•
•
•
•

Libra (23 Sept-23 Oct)
Scorpio (24 Oct-22 Nov)
Sagittarius (23 Nov-21 Dec)
Capricorn (22 Dec-20 Jan)

☯
Dedicated to the stars,
My soulmates, Yang “Star Dog,”
All who have inspired me
And Derek (DRB) whose idea it was.

☯

For all the above in e-book now or future print (spiral-bound)
version contact your nearest book distributor or www.MCDev.com
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